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Group Expectations
Be Responsible
• Attend to the “Come back together” signal
• Active participation…Please ask questions
Be Respectful
• Please allow others to listen
 Please turn off cell phones
 Please limit sidebar conversations

• Share “air time”
• Please refrain from email and internet browsing
Be Safe
• Take care of your own needs
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MOU2

Purpose
• To address the mental health needs of students, we will present
an overview of the Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF), the
MIMTSS exploration and early installation process, and a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Checklist to guide the
agreement between the school and the mental health/community
agency (or agencies).
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Slide 4
MOU2

Microsoft Office User, 3/16/2022

Intended Outcomes
• To provide an overview of the components of an
Integrated Systems Framework (ISF)
• Understand the exploration and installation process of
the MIMTSS TAC Center
• Increase understanding of the components included in
an agreement between a mental health/community
provider and a district implementing an ISF: The Memo
of Understanding (MOU).
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Agenda: Getting Ready
1.0: Introduction and Overview of ISF
2.0: Exploration Phase
3.0: Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
4.0: Early Installation at the District Level
5.0: A Panel’s View
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1.0 Getting Ready: Introduction and Overview of
ISF
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Mindfulness Activity
• STOP
• Stop or Pause
• Take a Breath or Two or Tune into Sensations
• Observe an Anchor or Open to the Experience
• Proceed –Now you have a Choice
STOP can interrupt and pull us out of this spiral of reaction and get
us into the mindfulness mediated stress response
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How did we get here?
• Spring 2019 MDE State Launch ISF
• Fall 2019: Michigan’s Technical Assistance Center reviewed and
adopted the Model Demonstration. Then they developed a data
decision process to recruit and select schools
• Spring 2020 MIMTSS ISF Committee (State Team) completed the
State System Fidelity Inventory (SSF) and in the Summer of 2020
partnered with Central Montcalm .
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Why Mental Health? Why in Schools?
• Students are struggling with an increasing number of mental
health issues.
• Rates of anxiety, depression, and even suicide are going up
among adolescents, regardless of their race, ethnicity, or family
income.
• Thirty-five percent of 14- to 18-year olds have a mental health
crisis each year, which includes self-injury, suicide ideation, or
attempted suicide.
EAB Report, “Are Districts the Nation’s Adolescent Mental Health Care Providers?”, District Leadership
Forum (February, 2020)
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Why Mental Health? Why in Schools? (cont.)
• Only half of students with a treatable mental illness received
clinical care possibly due to both stigma and a lack of access to
care in many parts of the country.
• With a chronic shortage of community providers across the
country, responding to this crisis will fall largely to schools and
districts
• U.S. schools are the “de facto mental health system for many
children and adolescents,” according to a 2020 study published in
the prestigious journal JAMA Pediatrics.
EAB Report, “Are Districts the Nation’s Adolescent Mental Health Care Providers?”, District Leadership
Forum (February, 2020)
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Definition of Interconnected School Framework
• The Interconnected Systems Framework ( ISF) is a structure and
process that maximizes effectiveness and efficiency by blending
the strengths of school and community mental health while
leveraging the essential components of a multi-tired framework of
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS)
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ISF Approach Emphasizes
• Prevention
• Early identification
• Intervention to support the social, emotional and behavioral needs
of students
 Including internalizing (e.g., anxiety and depression) and
externalizing behaviors
• Family and community partnership involvement
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ISF Key Messages
1. Implement with an MTSS Framework
2. Utilize a Single System of Delivery
3. Promote Mental Health for All
4. Move Beyond Access: Mental Health Interventions with Specific
Outcomes
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Outcomes
• Systemic outcomes include:
 Aligning and leveraging related social, emotional, behavioral,
and mental health initiatives through one system
 Participation of family and youth
 Integrating community and school in a blended
District/Community team for selecting and progress monitoring
interventions, data-based decision making, universal screening,
and coaching
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Lessons Learned
• Be prepared to help Mental Health/Community Providers with:
 Understanding PBIS
 Learning about the data systems and collection
 Sharing their data requirements and timelines

• Help District and School Teams with:
 Understanding the mental/health and community partners data
 Helping or assisting mental health/community partners with other data
collection requirements
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2.0 Getting Ready: Exploration Phase
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Exploring Readiness

Stages of Implementation
Four stages of implementation: exploration,
installation, initial implementation, and full
implementation described in placeholder.

(Fixsen, Naoom, Blase, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005)
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Purpose of Exploration Phase
The purpose of the exploration is defined
as assessing the match between
innovation and consumer need
(Fixsen et al, 2005)
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Exploration Stage
 Should we do this?
 How does this fit with our other priorities?
 Do we have the capacity to do this?

 How do we gain the skills and knowledge to do this?
 How will we select our district teams?
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Possible Options for a District/Community Team
• Option 1: One district team had community mental health partner,
who was engaged with work in the district
• Option 2: Our other district was in the process of developing a
relationship with a health agency.
• Option 3: District invites different stakeholders to meet with the
district team to determine need, fit and feasibility
• Option 4: Mental health or Community partners are the initiators
and approach the district to determine need, fit and feasibility
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Exploration Process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Establish an Exploration Team
Examine Current Partnerships
Assessing Related Initiatives
Establishing a Shared Understanding of ISF
Determine Benefit and Decision to Adopt
Forming the District Community Implementation Team
(DCIT)

Adapted from Implementation Guide Advancing Education Effectiveness: Interconnecting School Mental
Health and School Wide PBIS: Volume 2: An Implementation Guide – Chapter 3
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#1: Establish an Exploration Team
• This process typically involves key leaders initiating dialogue with
mental health and child service agencies to develop an executive
leadership exploration team.
• Members are selected for knowledge of current status of mental
health and behavioral initiatives within their organization, as well
as individuals that can speak to larger organizational structures
such as critical policies, resource allocation, and fiscal
considerations - all of which can impact implementation efforts.
Implementation Guide Advancing Education Effectiveness: Interconnecting School Mental Health and
School Wide PBIS: Volume 2: An Implementation Guide – Chapter 3
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#2: Examining Current Partnerships
• Facilitating discussions with current partnerships to address how
this new way of work would be different including potential
organizational barriers and allocation of resources
• Assess status of current partnership
• Make recommendations about schools that may be exhibiting
readiness
• Review any potential Memo of Understanding (MOU)
Implementation Guide Advancing Education Effectiveness: Interconnecting School Mental Health and
School Wide PBIS: Volume 2: An Implementation Guide – Chapter 3
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#3: Assessing Related Initiatives
• Understand all social, emotional, and behavioral innovations,
practices, assessments at both the district and community levels
• Develop an audit of innovations, practices, programs, and
assessments that are currently in place within the district and
expand the inventory to include community initiatives
• A key consideration is to determine if current social, emotional,
and behavioral initiatives are being evaluated with enough rigor so
to determine if the resources being allocated are producing the
desires outcomes
Implementation Guide Advancing Education Effectiveness: Interconnecting School Mental Health and
School Wide PBIS: Volume 2: An Implementation Guide – Chapter 3
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#4: Establishing the Shared Understanding of the ISF
• Ensuring shared understanding of an interconnected system of
PBIS and Mental Health within schools
 Including acknowledgement of the installation and
implementation process and the commitment required to
establish a standard way of work between districts and their
community partner
 Determine the current status of MTSS structures and
implementation
• Assess capacity to engage in the work
Implementation Guide Advancing Education Effectiveness: Interconnecting School Mental Health and
School Wide PBIS: Volume 2: An Implementation Guide – Chapter 3
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#5: Determine Benefit and Decision to Adopt or Not
• The executive exploration team transforms into a large stakeholder group
which is comprised of multi-agency leaders representative of education,
mental health, and other partnership agencies.
• Once a decision is made to adopt, this team reviews and determines the
process needed to move from exploration/adoption into installation
• As mental health organizations move toward a single system of delivery,
guidance will be beneficial to address the changing role of the clinician and
leadership.
Implementation Guide Advancing Education Effectiveness: Interconnecting School Mental Health and
School Wide PBIS: Volume 2: An Implementation Guide – Chapter 3
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#6 Forming the District Community Implementation Team
• Adopting

a truly integrated way of working involves
organizational change and therefore requires active
leadership from those who have authority to change policy,
blend funding streams, and re-position personnel and
procedures for impact at the school level.
• If we focus on building level installation without DCIT, there
will be barriers that stall implementation
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Lesson Learned
• A need to go beyond the scores or ratings (TFI, DCA)
• Investigate all partnerships and invite to the table
• If you host a forum, some partners may become a subgroup to
support the DCIT in their installation and implementation efforts
• For Model Demonstration Pilots, select schools that are
passionate, have the capacity, and will be forgiving
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Lesson Learned (cont.)
• Look for red flags:
 Taking on multiple initiatives at once
 No process to vet new initiatives
 One person making all decisions(consider person
dependent system)
 Lack of Capacity to install, implement and sustain the
work
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3.0 Getting Ready to Collaborate
Core Components of a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU)
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Definition of a Memo of Understanding (MOU)
•

A MOU is a contract or working agreement between
the district and mental health organization or other
community group designed to create collaborative
relationships
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MOU Purpose
• The MOU contains the following elements
Definitions of the roles and functions of the parties involved
A funding plan (resource commitment) that articulates how all
partners operate within the system
• Identify community clinician fee structures that support

teaming, problem solving, selection of an evidenced based
interventions, and monitoring need to be explored
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MOU Purpose
• Identifies how all of the parties will work in an integrated way
 All clinician school based or community based will participate on
the Tier 1 2, and 3 teams
 All clinician will help plan and provide schoolwide (Tier 1) and
small group (Tier 2) evidence based interventions such as SEL
or social skills training
 Clinicians will engage and participate in designing a request for
assistance process for a single entry system
 Clinicians will assist with the screening process.
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Provisional MOU
• During the DCIT installation professional learning series training
and coaching, the team will gain increased knowledge of the
concepts and structures that needs to be installed, to be able to
more explicitly identify all of the components in the MOU
• The team will finalize the MOU after the first year of their
professional learning series training has been completed
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MOU Checklist
• MIMTSS TAC along with the State Network developed a MOU
Checklist of the relationship with the integrated team, a
provisionary MOU will be developed
• As the training, coaching and installation activities occur, the MOU
will change from provisionary to a finalized document generally at
the end of the district installation and before school
installation/implementation.
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Expectations for Teaming are Defined
Checklist Items

Examples

MOU includes:

Expectations for teaming are defined

Executive leaders from district and community
systems
Family and student representatives

The ISF is led by an executive level leadership from education, mental health
and other community agencies who have the authority to reallocate
resources, change policy, sustain and scale the core feature of an ISF. Family
and student voices are integral participants in the establishment of the
integrated team.

DCIT Learning Series 2021 MiMTSS TAC
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Staff Roles and Responsibilities are Defined
MOU spells out:

Parties responsible (District and Community Partners are
listed)
In parallel form (district will…, community agency will…)
Are integrated into the system, including general education
and special education contracts
Have executive authority decision-making
Are licensed
Demonstrate participation in DCIT
Share responsibility for ISF outcomes
Share accountability for resources and policy change
Share commitment to MOU for a defined time period
Address role changes and job description for staff
Plan for the installation of community-based clinician into the
building leadership team
Plans, support and coordinates co-training model
Participates in Problem-Solving Activities on the DCIT
Participates in Problem-Solving Activities on the SLT

Summary statement of staff roles and responsibilities
The ISF is led by an executive level leadership from education, mental health
and other community agencies who have the authority to reallocate
resources, change policy, and sustain and scale the core features of an
Interconnected System Framework. Family and student voices are integral
participants in the establishment of the integrated team.
Tools:
●
●
●

Staff Utilization Review and Time Study
Changing Role Discussion Guide
Changing Roles of Staff District-Level Discussion Guide

DCIT Learning Series 2021 MiMTSS TAC
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Expanded View of Stakeholders
Expanded view of stakeholder includes:
Mental health
Family representation
Student voice
Stakeholders are full partners

Goal
The goal of ISF is to expand mental health, family representation, student
voice, school/community resources, training, systems, data, and practices
in order to improve outcomes for all children and youth. There is an
emphasis on prevention, early identification, and intervention of the social,
emotional, and behavioral needs of students. Family and community
partner involvement is critical to this framework.

DCIT Learning Series 2021 MiMTSS TAC
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Lessons Learned
• Identify what each organization needs to have in place before
starting (i.e. data and reporting requirements, legal and
confidentiality requirement)
• Ensure that the organizations are aware that any agreement made
at the beginning of installation should be considered provisional
until they work through the learning and installation process
• Provide additional coaching supports to more explicitly define
confidentiality at the district level
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4.0 Getting Ready for the District Community
Implementation Team
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District Community Implementation Team (DCIT)
Description
An integrated team that oversees the development and use of
a district community implementation infrastructure to support
schools to expand the PBIS work to include mental health
services at all three tiers
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Important Teaming Considerations
• The system requires one integrated district and community
leadership team (DCIT)
• Community providers and family/youth representation are included
in the leadership team
• All mental health related initiatives are facilitated through one set
of teams at both the district and at the school level
Adapted from ISF Readiness Session #4: Susan Barrett
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Family/Student Voice
• Seek out a family member that can represent all of the voices in
your community
• During exploration, establish the importance of student voice to
include in the development of the ISF
 Provide opportunities for community partners and school
personnel to problem solve strategies to increase collaboration
with parent stakeholders.
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DCIT Membership
• Essential Roles
• Executive Leaders (district and mental health director)
• Coordinator(s) from district or shared with mental health
• Family/Youth as active team members

• Other Roles
• Building level leaders
• Program directors
• Clinical supervisor
• Coaches
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Key Roles
Coordinator(s)

Executive Leaders
• Participate in DCIT meetings

• Facilitate DCIT meetings

• Ensure political support and visibility
for district/community processes and
procedures

• Draft, monitor, prompt use of district
processes and procedures (e.g.,
implementation plan, communication
plan)

• Allocate resources/funding to support
implementation

• Facilitate analysis of
district/community data

• Support barrier removal
• Ensure collaborative partnerships and
outcomes

• Facilitate coaches’ meetings, support
school leadership team coaches, and
mental health clinicians
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DCIT Members’ Role
• Participate in DCIT Installation trainings and meetings
• Gather barriers impeding community/district ISF implementation efforts and
work to actively remove those barriers.
• Ensures communication amongst groups/teams across the district, the mental
health agency and the community
• Analyzes both district and community mental health data sources to support
implementation
• Establish consistent routines and procedures that ensure adherence to the
core features of MTSS and ISF
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DCIT Development
Now that we identified the definition, roles, function, and
concepts addressed during exploration (readiness) we will
touch on the following installation concepts…

• DCIT development
• The changing roles of staff to merge into a single
system of delivery
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Structures in Place To Support Installation Trainings
• Coaching Support Sessions prior to every DCIT session
 Executive Leaders and MTSS-C (s)
 Review upcoming training, provide adaptations, review processes, draft
products and identify potential barriers

• Monthly Meetings between DCIT installation trainings
• Monthly check-in prep meetings with MTSS-C
• Monthly executive leader check-in meetings
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DCIT Operating Procedures
•

Standard ways of work to ensure efficient and effective meetings








Established meeting schedule
Defined meeting roles and norms
Shared Mission statement
Decision-making protocols
Decisions for storing and organizing team minutes and documents
Pre-meeting and agenda/meeting minute template
ISF Implementation plan template and decisions
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DCIT Development to Changing Roles of Staff
• Moving from DCIT formation and development, to
assessing workforce capacity and examining the
changing role of all staff in this newly integrated
system
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Workforce Capacity (cont.)
MOU1

• A critical feature of ISF is the availability of staff that can effectively design
and deliver interventions across the three tiers
• In most schools, nonteaching staff such as counselors, psychologists, social
workers are providing social emotional-behavioral interventions.
• Some schools also have community employed clinicians or other
professionals such as mentors, case managers, behavioral specialists who
deliver interventions within the school
• ISF process recognizes the importance of executive leaders shifting
role/function to build capacity of everyone to provide social, emotional,
behavioral, and mental health skills
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Slide 52
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I am not sure I understand what "staff utilization review means"
Microsoft Office User, 5/28/2021

Workforce Capacity
• To determine how staff resources should be allocated within an
interconnected system, the executive leaders should assess the
current workforce capacity to identify:
 Qualifications and skills
 Allocation of time
 Identified job activities, roles and responsibilities
 How both education and mental health/community personnel will
be supervised and evaluated
 Allocation of fiscal resources
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High-Quality Process
• Ensures a clear understanding of the role for various staff groups;
including the role of administrator/instructional staff, as well as
school and community employed clinicians
• Attracts individuals with the qualifications and skills necessary for
the staff to effectively design and deliver interventions across the
three tiers
• Ensures a consistent process for selecting staff
• Includes a process for supporting individuals in their new role
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Changing Roles of Staff
• The Changing Role of Staff:
District Level Discussion Guide
 Purpose: To support the
executive leaders and DCIT to
facilitate discussions with
various staff groups
 Goal: To move from discussion
to action planning around
systems change to better
support the social, emotional,
behavioral, and mental health
needs of all youth
ISF Monograph Chapter #4
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Changing Roles of Staff Process
• Divided into three topic areas to provide an organizational
structure and to promote cross group collaboration
 Readiness, Resource Allocation, Professional Development

• Each section includes
 Guiding questions
 Prompts to consider other stakeholder voices
 Potential activities to complete.
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Additional Installation Series
• After DCIT development, and defining considerations for
the changing roles of staff, our model demonstration
district continued installing the additional organizational
structures during the first year to be ready support school
level installation.
• The goal of the DCIT to help the SLT engage in the work
effectively, efficiently, and with fidelity so to obtain to
desired social, emotional, and behavioral outcomes
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Focus on District Community Implementation Team
(DCIT)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

District Community Implementation Team
Initiative Inventory and Alignment Process
Innovation and Initiative Review Process
Staff recruitment and selection process
Staff development process
Communication plan
Barrier removal process
Coaching System
ISF Implementation plan
Data analysis and use (at district/MH-C and school levels)

DCIT Learning Series 2021 MiMTSS TAC
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MiMTSS TAC ISF DCIT
INSTALLATION SERIES
• Introduction to
Interconnected
Systems Framework

• Enhancing the
Coaching System for
ISF

• ISF District Community
Implementation Team
Orientation and
Operating Procedures

• Expanding the
Communication Plan
and Barrier Removal
Process for ISF

• Staff Recruitment and
Selection Process for
ISF

• Aligning ISF to Existing
Social, Emotional, and
Behavioral Initiatives
and Review and
Selection Process for
ISF
• Data Coordination and
Evaluation Process for
ISF
• School Readiness for
ISF Installation
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Lesson Learned
• Discussion With Mental Health/Community Partners:
 Workforce Capacity
 Timeline for Initiation of Services
 Availability
 Current Initiatives
 Metrics from the Mental Health/Community (non negotiation
outcome)
 Specific Training or Coaching Need for the Mental
Health/Community Partners
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Panel Discussion
• Introductions
• Talk about your role as the executive leaders
• Experience with district/community installation
 How did you create the integrated team between the mental
health and the district?
 What strategies, conversation, or steps did you do to address
the changing roles of the staff?
 How did you create your final MOU?
• Questions from the Audience
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• Trainers, add the session evaluation
link from the MiMTSS Data System

SESSION
EVALUATION

• When you get to this slide in
training, go to the link and provide a
preview of the questions and how to
complete the feedback.
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